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the more complete the data model, the more comprehensive the model can be. this affects both the
number of details as well as the number of possibilities to implement a specific task. the data model

can be expanded by the extension modules to include new aspects, such as multiple defect
representations, for example, as a texture patch or a point cloud. using the proposed data model can

be done by adjusting the entity codes and attributes to other formats. the extension mechanism
enables adding more entities to extend the data model. the as-built model should be extended with
semantic and image data to support damage assessment and for the proper integration of the as-

damaged model. the extension module defines new entities that could be found in the as-built data
model. the example implementation could be altered to implement these new entities. the proposed
data model can be extended with more entities, such as damage types, and possibly other formats,

such as ifc. if the entity codes are changed or all entities are changed, the data model has to be
adapted and stored as a specific format. this could be troublesome because the data model is very

complex and not particularly easy to update. the idea of the proposed data model is to combine
several concepts from different approaches. this is done by assessing requirements and developing
a concept that combines several different approaches. in a general sense, existing data models are
data tables that represent damage in a static form (semper etal. 2006). this static data is then used
by software applications for inspection and post-inspection. the developed model is a data table that

contains damage data as well as background data, such as the as-built model. it is stored in a
standardized way and can be accessed by various software and workflows.
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this work identified requirements for a comprehensive model of defect data and developed a
comprehensive dim concept that integrated as-damaged geometric data, visual data, and semantic
data for future inspection practices. the proposed dim is extensible and scalable. this data model is

based on the existing ifc standard. it uses the same concepts as the ifc but does not expand the
standard to add damage data, such as the existing eight classes and the newly implemented

damage class. this would result in a large amount of redundant data. the current work shows that
defect geometries are generally available in building and damage assessment by providing

examples of different approaches. additionally, geometric data are essential to simulate incident
analysis and improvement of the design. to support this, the use of building information models is
well-established. the proposed data model should be used with a building information model as a
reference to be aligned with and augment building and damage information, and to unify building

and damage information. the semantic and image data refer to the scientific and visual
representation of as-damaged and as-built conditions. this results in a dim that is more

comprehensive than the existing data models, which is missing one or more of the three aspects. a
more comprehensive dim can be achieved by creating data models from scratch. this may lead to an
extended or new format because of new purposes or needs. so, other data formats could be seen as

an extension of this proposed data model as well. the model concept is flexible, modular, and
extensible in three aspects: geometry, visual, and semantic. this data model can be expanded by the
extension modules to include new aspects of building and defect information and to support future

practices in the industry. 5ec8ef588b
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